
Dynamic Applica,on Management 
and Delivery.   

Your organisation depends on your business-critical applications and needs to ensure they 
are available, secure and keep pace with the speed of your organisation.
 
appCURE is the only solution which enables you to capture, update and transform your 
applications to any modern secure digital platform, be that physical, virtual or cloud.  With 
appCURE’s unique ‘on disk capture’ capability, there is no requirement to have install media, 
undertake lengthy ‘clean’ machine builds or deep application knowledge or skills.  appCURE 
can automatically analyse and build your applications in place, ready for deployment in the 
broadest set of formats and is compatible across the widest number of platforms. 

Applications tied to old operating systems and platforms, hold back your business and 
increase your costs, with extended support, older less agile platforms and increased security 
issues.  appCURE enables your IT teams to quickly modernise your applications and support 
your digital transformation agenda, all while streamlining the migration process with a 
comprehensive automation tool set.  

The digital transformation of your organisation is vital and a key component of this is the 
adoption of a digital workspace.  A digital workspace enables people to work and collaborate 
better, be more productive and enable new more efficient work practises.  However, to 
achieve this you need to make sure your applications are compatible with any new digital 
platform.  appCURE enables you to quickly move your applications to your new digital 
workspace and manage seamlessly multiple digital workspaces, any on-going updates and 
deliver processes.  

appCURE enhances and transforms your application life cycle management and delivery 
capabilities.  appCURE delivers a comprehensive set of pre-built and tested automation tools 
which quickly enable you to support the widest number of platforms and formats.  Speed up 
your deployment and delivery processes and improve how you manage your applications.  

The capture, transform and delivery solu,on for applica,on 
migra,on for a faster, more secure digital workspace 

appCURE at a glance 

Capture desktop (98, VISTA, 
XP, W7) or server (2000, 
2003, 2008, 2012, 2016) 
applications. 

Supports APP-V, MSI, MSIX 
formats.  

Compatible with physical, 
virtual, hybrid and cloud 
platforms. 

Supports MSIX app attach, 
AppVOL, VHD, VHDX and 
CIMFS 

Automation tools for 
Capture 
Management 
Delivery 
Security 

“appCURE enables the rapid 
capture and transformation of 
business applications, ready to 
be delivered on Windows 
Virtual Desktops, reducing 
timescales and increasing 
adoption” 

Kim VedBrat 
Partner Group  

Program Manager 
Microsoft



appCURE modernise your application delivery

Benefits of using appCURE 
Speed 

Use appCURE to quickly capture and transform 
your application with its unique ‘capture on disk’ 
and deliver to your new desktop platform, 
whether its physical, virtual or cloud in minutes. 
Transform with faster automatic processes and 
gain a faster more agile digital workspace. 

Cost Savings 

appCURE enables you to deliver projects quicker 
with less resources, automates repetitive 
processes and enables you to use modern lower 
cost resources and platforms.   

Application Modernisation 

Use appCURE to capture your applications from 
your existing systems and transform them to new 

modern platforms.  Take advantage of modern 
package formats, such as MSIX which support 
more agile working practises.  

Deliver  

Capture applications with appCURE and deliver 
the output via standard folder structure or 
conversion to MSI/MSIX or other formats 
depending on your chosen platform.. 

Wide choice of formats 

Adopt a fast, low resource approach to 
application deliver, which provides greater 
flexibility and the widest choice of application 
delivery formats and options.  

Capture application installs 
from existing old platforms 
and automatically transform 
ready to deploy to new 
platforms

Update your captured or any 
existing application package to 
your desired format, ie MSI, 
MSIX etc ready for immediate 
deployment to your new 
platform

Execute your new transformed 
app or covert into your 
preferred delivery format 
ready for physical, virtual or 
cloud consumption. 

Learn more about how appCURE can transform 
your application management. 

Simple to deploy, easy to use and fast to deliver 
benefits to your organisation. 

Call or email to see how within a day you can 
remove complex application update, deliver 
repeat processes.

“Application migration has just become simple. 
appCURE facilitates the rapid conversion of most 
applications into Microsoft’s MSIX packaging and 
virtualisation platforms. Time and effort is reduced 
and it removes the complexity of application 
migration.”   

Matthew Galliers 

EUC Consultant Systech Solutions 

About appCURE 

appCURE is the fastest and most agile solu,on to dynamically 
manage applica,on transforma,on and delivery for desktop 
and server applica,ons.  appCURE’s unique ’on-disk capture’ 
capabili,es and automa,on tools can transform any 
applica,on no maFer how old or complex, ready for 
deployment to a modern, more secure opera,ng system.    

appCURE and appCURE Studio 

For more information  

www.appcure.io 

info@appcure.io 

SSH2 is a registered Microsoft MSIX partner and 
WVD partner 

http://www.appcure.io
mailto:info@appcure.io

